HOW TO MAKE A ROPE BOWL
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Large jute rope
Large soft cotton rope
Hot glue gun
Different shaped glass or other non-porous bowls for molds
(For decorating you could use fabric paint or coloured cotton thread)
METHOD:
1. Find glazed or non-stick bowl that you like the shape of – tapered is good so you can slide the
bowl out when you're finished. Using rope, make sure the end isn't frayed and seal it with hot
glue if necessary. (Or if it’s a plastic rope you can just burn the ends to seal them).

2. Circle it round into a small tight circle. Then spin the circle until the rope has gone around
enough times to cover the base of the bowl.
3. Finish with some hot glue around the joins. Use a flat piece of wood to smooth and spread it or
leave a fair amount of glue so it will provide a non-scratchy base to your bowl.

4. Now using the hot glue along the top of the loose rope, keep coiling the rope around the bowl.
Make sure the glue is on top of the rope so it sticks well to the rope above and not the bowl.

5. If glue oozes out just wait a second for it to cool slightly then wipe it through the string or push
it into the rope so it’s not obvious.
6. Keep going until you reach the top of the bowl.
7. Slide the bowl out of the rope.

8. Finish off the top of the bowl by cutting the rope on an angle with a very sharp knife or
scissors.

9. Hot glue that final piece to the top. Take care to stay out – don't curve it too far in.\
10. Hot glue off the end to seal it and make a smooth sloping end.

VARIATION – (Finer white cord/poly cord)
1. Use the same technique as the jute rope. You need to be more careful with oozing glue.
For a nice grouping only go half way up the bowl. Use glue to shape the very fluffy frayed
ends into a neat point.

TIPS
Use a drop sheet. Have plenty of glue sticks – you’ll need them.
Have a play with the best way to seal you rope ends BEFORE you start making the bowl.

